Primary Sources Online For Studying the Holocaust

The Avalon Project: Documents in Law, History and Diplomacy (Yale University): [http://avalon.law.yale.edu/default.asp](http://avalon.law.yale.edu/default.asp)
20th century documents, including International Military Tribunal for Germany (Nuremberg Trials)

Under “Museum”, see “Photo Gallery” for photographs, documents, artwork, artifacts

Calvin College German Propaganda Archive: [http://research.calvin.edu/german-propaganda-archive/](http://research.calvin.edu/german-propaganda-archive/)
Posters, illustrations, children's book excerpts, speeches, cartoons, and photographs

Interactive database of Central and Eastern European Jewish experience: photos, documents, oral testimony

Gratz College Tuttleman Library - Holocaust Oral History Archive: [https://www.gratz.edu/holocaust-oral-history-archive](https://www.gratz.edu/holocaust-oral-history-archive)
Under “Holocaust Oral History Archive Testimonies”, access interviews contributed to USHMM to date; under catalogue listing, scroll to “finding aid” for summary and transcript

Morgenthau diaries and press conferences and War Refugee Board records available through FRANKLIN, FDR Library’s virtual research room and digital repository

Holocaust Denial on Trial: [https://www.hdot.org](https://www.hdot.org)
Trial resources David Irving v. Penguin Books Ltd. and Deborah Lipstadt: trial transcripts, witness reports, resources for digital scholarly analysis

Holocaust Education & Archive Research Team:

Documentary footage of partisan experience
Jewish Virtual Library – The Holocaust: http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/the-holocaust
Primary source documents, speech excerpts and visuals

The Nizkor Project: http://nizkor.org
Nuremberg Trial records; Eichmann Trial records; documents and interviews regarding camps and perpetrators; Institute for Historical Review publications (denial)

Documents, archival footage, video interviews, music, artwork, and photographs

United States Holocaust Memorial Museum: https://www.ushmm.org
Historical footage, photos, documents, photographs, diaries, oral testimony, music, e-resources (search Collections, Learning Site for Students)

USC Shoah Foundation: https://sfi.usc.edu
Under “Visual History Archive”, see “Watch” for video testimony excerpts (organized according to theme) and full-length testimonies

Voices of the Holocaust (British Library): http://www.bl.uk/learning/histcitizen/voices/holocaust.html
Audio testimony excerpts organized by theme and transcribed; click link for additional audio interviews

Oral testimonies in audio form with complete transcript, subdivided by thematic chapter headings; additional video interviews available.

Yad Vashem -- Holocaust Resource Center:
Under “Media Types”, see photographs, art, documents, maps, artifacts, diaries and letters, and testimonies

YIVO Institute for Jewish Research:
--- Digital Archive on Jewish Life in Poland: http://polishjews.yivoarchives.org
Documents, manuscripts, posters, photographs, music, artwork, film, audio recordings
--- People of A Thousand Towns: Photographs of Jewish Life in Prewar Eastern Europe: http://vivo1000towns.cjh.org
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